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The Baiyi family looked at them with excitement, with a strong

expectation and tension in their eyes, for fear that the figure that came

out was not the person they were expecting.

But when they saw the familiar figure, Bai Yi’s family of three cried

with joy!

Bai Yi, even more crazy, ran towards Lin Fan, and then rushed into Lin

Fan’s arms fiercely.

Tears, they can no longer stop crazily welling up!

See it!

Lin Fan also froze for a moment, and smiled bitterly:

“Bai Yi, I…”

“Needless to say, go home! Let’s go home!”

Bai Yi kept shook her head. At this time, she didn’t want to hear

anything, as long as Lin Fan Live, then she doesn’t care about

everything.

Lin Fanton felt a warmth in his heart, stroked Bai Yi’s back, smiled and

said:

“Okay, let’s go home!”

……….. He was in the blood prison to the Lin family Half an hour

after the declaration of war, the entire Huaxia was completely boiling!

The blood prison declares war on the Lin family!

The Third Young Master of the Lin Family was killed!

The dark emperor comes to Jiang City!

The news of the century that shocked China is one after another,

making everyone petrochemical!

The Lin family, how did you provoke the Dark Emperor?

Did this man, who looked like a demon king, come to Jiang City to kill

one of their heirs?

This is incredible!

“Oh my God! Is an immortal business empire about to collide with

that dark dynasty?”

“This, it is simply sparks hitting the earth! If no one intervenes, the

entire China will suffer a setback!”

“As soon as this news came out, the Lin family’s stocks evaporated by

tens of billions. Before the confrontation began, the Lin family fell

short !” Each piece of news completely blasted the entire China!

And the entire expensive circle was also madly discussing, everyone

was horrified, how did these two behemoths match up!

However, what makes all the nobles do not understand is that they

clearly heard that Lin Zuo and Nihuang Army Zuo, together to attack

the dark emperor!

It stands to reason that it should be foolproof, but why is Lin Zekun

still dead?

Is it possible that the Dark Emperor is already so powerful that even

the two armies can’t compete?

just!

All the nobles do not know, the dark emperor can win the Lin family!

How many years has the Lin family ruled the entire capital business

community?

What a solid background, and the minions are spread all over the

country!

in contrast!

The Blood Prison has only been established for just ten years. What

qualifications does it have to compete with China’s No. 1 giants?

“Wait! The Lin Family’s real methods have not been used yet, does the

blood prison think that killing a Lin Zekun is enough to challenge the

Lin Family? It’s ridiculous!”

“Yes! These idiots, do they really think they are invincible in the world?

It’s a small blood prison, but a small place. Is it possible that he would

dare to break through the door of our country?”

“What about the dark emperor, do you really think that our four major

military seats in China are vegetarian? I heard that, this The second

dark emperor trespassed in Jiang City without permission, which has

already made many high-level officials very dissatisfied. If he continues

to live and die, Huaxia will completely become his burial place!”

No one thinks that Lin Fan can win. Lin!

Just a Lin Zekun can order the Three Great War Gods and the King of

the North. You can imagine how terrifying the Lin Family’s

background and power are!

More importantly, the Lin family has been rooted in China for many

years and has already dominated an economic system. If they fall, this

system will completely collapse!

Therefore, the enemy facing the Dark Emperor is not a Lin family!

Rather, a country!

just!

At this time, Lin Fan, watching the overwhelming reports and the

constant news coming from the Blood Prison, he didn’t care!

Now, he is packing his luggage in his own room, with a wry smile

appearing at the corner of his mouth.

Finally, do you still have to leave?

Although his identity has not been exposed, Lin Zekun died because of

him after all, and the Lin family will not let him go.

So like today’s kidnapping incident, it may happen, and next time he

will be able to save the Baiyi family?

He can’t guarantee it!

So he doesn’t want to drag Bai Yi!

Looking at the home where he had lived for three years, Lin Fan’s eyes

were full of reluctance and nostalgia, but in the end reason prevailed.

He was carrying a bag and planned to leave!

“Lin Fan, go downstairs and have soup!”

But at this moment!

Shen Yumei pushed the door abruptly, and saw Lin Fan carrying a

suitcase and preparing to leave on the spot.

She suddenly changed her expression, and she suddenly had a bad

feeling in her heart, and asked anxiously:

“Lin Fan, where are you going?”

Lin Fan suddenly smiled bitterly, and she couldn’t hide her from

coming.

Immediately!

He was stern, looking at Shen Yumei coldly:

“Auntie, I plan to divorce Bai Yi…!”
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